INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. Select a length of toilet tissue which should be approximately 6 - 10 sheets long. Fold the length of tissue in half.

2. Grip one end of the toilet tissue in the toileting aid, then wrap the opposite end of the tissue paper around the end of the aid, covering the vinyl end. Tuck the loose end into the wrapped tissue.

3. Make sure you keep a closed grip on the handles to hold the toilet tissue in place for cleaning.

4. It is recommended to be used between the legs, from the front or from behind, while seated on the toilet.

5. To remove soiled material, open the grip on the handles and dispose into the toilet. If necessary wrap the soiled material with a length of clean tissue and remove with your hand. Repeat the above process as required.

To clean the vinyl end of the toileting aid, simply use a moist wipe or a disposable cloth with mild soapy water.